ABSTRACT

Introduction: Animals have been used in biomedical research for many years because they are considered as important experimental subjects due to their physiological similarity to human beings. Cosmetics are considered to be luxury products; they are not part of the essential commodity. Testing cosmetic ingredients on animals is primarily to check whether the product is safe for human use. Due to the increased concern for animals, to protect them from unnecessary pain and injuries many countries have passed, enacted Act made Rules and Regulations.

Objective: In the present study an attempt was made to explore various country statuses that have banned, in the progress of cosmetic testing on animals.

Methodology: The required information was obtained through secondary data sources, which were available on the public domain.

Discussion: The first ban on animal testing of cosmetics products was started by the European Union. A full ban on both the sale and import of cosmetics that are tested on an animal was done in March 2013 by the European Union. India banned cosmetic testing on animals in 2014. New Zealand prohibited the use of animals for tests of cosmetic products since May 2015. Countries like Israel, Norway, Brazil, South Korea also banned cosmetic testing on animals.

Conclusion: This move from many countries may protect cosmetic testing on animals from unnecessary pain and injuries.
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Over recent years, there is increased concern for animals, among animal welfare organizations, researchers, environmental activists, animal lovers and even among the common public. To protect animals from unnecessary pain and injuries many countries have passed legislation to ban the use of animals for testing cosmetic products. The present study seeks to examine a few countries that have initiated, attempted to ban cosmetic testing on animals.

**The Scenario in Different Countries**

Due to growing concern over the use of animals on cosmetic testing, many countries have taken initiative, prepared plans to either completely ban or limit and regulate animal testing in respective countries. Few countries have implemented the ban process; in some countries, it is under progress.

**Table 1: Scenario in different countries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Banned year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>2013/2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil (Sao Paulo)</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Europe**

EU was the first one to ban the testing of cosmetic products on animals. The very first ban on the selling of finished products was taken out in 2014, followed in 2008 by a ban on the use of products tested on animals. In March 2013 the European Union imposed a full ban on the sale and importation of cosmetics that were tested on animals or contain animal-tested ingredients. The EU is a wide marketplace for all cosmetics companies all over the world, and this policy has forced cosmetics companies to develop alternatives in places like China and South America to find alternatives to animal testing methods.

**India**

India banned cosmetic testing on animals in 2014. The new rule has been added to existing Drugs and Cosmetic Rules, 1945 by Ministry of health and family welfare. As per new rule, it is prohibited to test cosmetics on animals and no person shall use any animal for testing cosmetic preparations. India has now also implemented a ban on importing such products that test on animals.

**Israel**

Israel prohibited the production, sale and promotion of cosmetics, toiletries and household cleaners that were tested on animals. Personal-care and household products were banned within the country in 2007. The government introduced a new law in 2010, which entered into force on 1 January 2013, regarding the banning of imported products that have been tested on animals in other countries.

**Brazil**

In January 2014 Sao Paulo becomes the first of four states in Brazil to ban cosmetic animal testing for products and ingredients. In September 2015 Brazilian policymaker proposes amendments to cosmetics bill to incorporate a ban on animal-tested ingredients and the sale of newly animal-tested cosmetics.

**Taiwan**

Taiwan has introduced legislation banning the testing of cosmetic products on animals. The bill is supposed to come into force in 2019. The ban will not, however, include the selling of imported cosmetics. This projected bill has now been passed taking Taiwan into line with about 30 countries which have now banned cosmetic animal testing. The ban will not, however, affect the selling of imported products.

**Guatemala**

In 2017, Guatemala banned cosmetic animal testing.

**Turkey**

Testing of cosmetic ingredients or formulations on animals was banned by Turkey’s cosmetics Regulation, where there is a validated alternative method. Turkey’s Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Administration enforced the ban via an enacted amending regulation, published in the *Official Gazette*. It says products manufactured using animal testing are no longer allowed to enter the country’s market if the testing happened after a relevant alternative method had been validated at EU or OECD level. The amendment further bans the placing on the market of finished products that have been tested on animals.

**South Korea**

In 2018 the Korea National Assembly also decided to ban the production of cosmetics tested on animals. It comes 2 years ago than originally planned. The Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs of South Korea has announced plans to ban cosmetic animal testing. Testing finished products on animals will be prohibited under the government’s Five Year Plan for Animal Welfare, and further debate will go into a ban on testing ingredients.

**New Zealand**

Under the Animal Welfare Act 1999, New Zealand prohib-
ited the use of animals in developing, making, or testing an ingredient that is intended exclusively for use in a cosmetic.\textsuperscript{15, 16}

**Norway**

Selling cosmetics tested on animals within the EU-including Norway-is prohibited. Strict rules have been in place over the past decade to control when and how animal testing is being used in cosmetics production. The EU has further tightened the rules and prohibited all imports and sales of cosmetics tested on animals in Europe.\textsuperscript{18}

**Russia**

A bill that proposes a ban on animal testing for cosmetics and cosmetics ingredients in the place of alternatives is currently under scrutiny by Russia’s parliament. The bill seeks a phase-out of testing on animals and ingredients tested on animals but only in the presence of suitable alternatives. The partial bill targets to enforce a ban on domestic analysis by 1 January 2020, and marketing by 1 January 2022. However, there were concerns over the cost implications of imposing the ban.\textsuperscript{18}

**Australia**

Australia prohibits the use of animals for safety testing in cosmetics. The ban also includes the selling of cosmetics and products which have been tested on animals outside the Australia.\textsuperscript{19}

**China**

China has initiated towards cruelty-free cosmetics. China had policy meant animals used in cruel tests for imported cosmetics in January 2017. New regulations were issued which will potentially mean some cosmetic will not now be subject to this requirement.\textsuperscript{20}

Alternative methods for animal testing are still at the nascent stage. Validation and legal acceptance of methods alternative testing are in progress. There is more research needed as no alternative methods that could fully assess all toxicological endpoints.\textsuperscript{21}

**CONCLUSION**

Over recent years, there is increased concern for animals used in experiments among all spectrum of society. To protect experimental animals from unnecessary pain and injuries there is the need of the hour especially in the case of cosmetic products. The good headways being made on animal testing by some countries. EU was the pioneer in setting the benchmark for the same. India banned animal testing on cosmetic in 2014, first in Asia was the welcome move. Many countries are trying to bring new regulations, amendments related to use of animals in cosmetic preparation. This move will protect the animals from unnecessary suffering all over the world.
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